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An alert teacher will see the needs. She will note periods
of greater interest in getting new toys; usually these times
come at the holidays or at changing seasons of the year. The
present tendency for children to earn or to have more spend-
ing money may be affecting her group, so that a study of rela-
tive values and costs will be opportune. Other influences
might lead to the study. Excerpts from a teacher's records of
successful experiences of her group read as follows.
THE CHILDREN STUDY TOYS
Need for the Study
The children are having more money to spend.
Movie-going is increasing.
The recreation room at school needs games and toys.
The toys and gadgets which are on hand are of poor quality.
Several pupils who have responsibility for younger children at
home do not enjoy it—some are openly rebellious.
Hew Interest Was Developed
Bulletins showing pictures and diagrams for making toys were
placed on the table and bulletin board.
Two pupils asked questions about them, and the suggestion
was made that the group might think about games and toys which
would help out in the game-room situation.
Group discussion brought offers to lend some games for use in
the game room to see which ones children liked best.
Certain pupils brought from home toys and games they had
enjoyed (even broken ones were brought upon the teacher's sug-
gestion).
Committees of two visited different lower grade rooms during
the play periods, making note of the kinds of toys most used and
liked.
The Toys and Games Are Evaluated
The toys made quite an array as they were placed on the table.
Children's comments .were varied, such as: 'This is, a swell
game, we have one like that." "Isn't this a cute wagon—its handle
isn't veiy strong." 'The darling duck—but he needs some paint."

